A Study on the Ocular Infection with Rabies Virus in Mouse
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Introduction: The most common mode of rabies virus transmission is through a bite wound or contact of broken skin with saliva of a rabid animal. Various other routes of virus transmission include exposure of mucous membranes (i.e. eyes, nose, and mouth) to infected saliva of a rabid animal, aerosol transmission, and corneal transplantation. Laboratory workers during work with rabies virus and veterinarians during examination and surgery of rabid animals may be at risk for exposure to saliva or other infectious fluids splashing into their eyes. The aim of this study was to investigate the possibility of ocular rabies pathogenesis in mice as an animal model. Our results will determine if rabies virus strains challenge virus standard (CVS) and street rabies virus (SRV) are able to infect the central nervous system (CNS) of mice through the ocular route. Methods: This study was performed in two experiments. In experiment 1, different lethal doses of fixed rabies virus strain CVS were made and instilled into both eyes of test mice. In experiment 2, concentrated rabies virus strains CVS and SRV were instilled into both eyes of the test mice. Mice in all groups were kept for 3 months and tested by fluorescent antibody test (FAT) for detection of the presence of viral antigen in brain tissue. Results: Mice with ocular instillation of fixed and street rabies viruses developed no clinical symptoms of rabies and all were healthy and alive during the 3 month observation period. The FAT results were negative in both experiments. Conclusion: Our results suggest that CVS and SRV viruses are not able to infect the CNS of mice via intact conjunctiva and cornea. J Med Microbiol Infec Dis, 2014, 2 (2): 61-65.
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INTRODUCTION

Rabies is a zoonotic disease, which causes more than 60,000 human deaths around the world annually [1]. Rabies virus (RABV), belongs to the genus *Lyssavirus* of the *Rhabdoviridae* family. The most common mode of rabies virus transmission is through a bite or contact of broken skin with virus, containing saliva of a rabid animal. Other documented routes of virus transmission include contamination of mucous membranes (i.e. eyes, nose, and mouth) with the saliva, aerosol transmission, and corneal transplantations [2].

It has been shown that airborne rabies transmission is possible in various species of caged carnivores kept in caves, which are home to millions of bats. However, it is assumed that the presence of a very large number of bats in an unventilated area is necessary for airborne transmission of rabies virus [3]. Human contamination with rabies virus through the airborne route has also been reported in unusual circumstances. Aerosolized rabies virus has been inculpated for laboratory accidents [3]. Some reports have shown that rabies virus is also capable of infecting the central nervous system (CNS) of various mammals after intranasal instillation. Experimental studies have indicated that challenge virus standard (CVS) strain of rabies virus can selectively infect olfactory receptor cells, but not the respiratory epithelium, and spreads into the brain along the olfactory pathways in mice [4]. Oral transmission of rabies virus may occur naturally as a result of consumption of infected carcasses by wildlife animals. It could also be important when raw meat of a rabid animal is eaten [5]. Scientists have succeeded to show infection of laboratory animals (mice, hamsters, guinea pigs, and rabbits) of different ages, experimentally infected with CVS following oral administration of rabies virus [6]. Correa-Giron et al. showed that CVS and street rabies virus (SRV) strains produced infection in mice following ingestion of virus laden brain tissue. They suggested that infection can occur through the buccal and lingual mucosa as well as lung and the intestine [7].

Laboratory workers during work with rabies virus and veterinarians during examination and surgery of rabid animals may be exposed to saliva or other infectious fluids splashing into their eyes. The question that arises is how high the risk of virus penetration and spread into ocular neurons.
through intact cornea and conjunctiva would be. According to our knowledge, no study has yet been published on ocular rabies pathogenesis in mice as an animal model. The sites of viral entry, the route(s) to the brain, and the conditions under which infections occur may be important in the epizootiology of the disease [7]. This paper describes the outcome of ocular instillation of fixed virus (CVS) and SRV. Both viral invasions to the CNS were tested and compared after ocular instillation in mice.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Viruses. In this study, two strains of rabies virus were used: fixed virus (CVS) and SRV. CVS stock (CVS-11) was a 20% viral suspension made by serial passage of mice brain and SRV was isolated from brain sample of a rabid wolf, which was confirmed by fluorescent antibody test (FAT) at WHO collaborating center (WHOCC) for reference and research on Rabies, Pasteur Institute of Iran.

Titration of virus strains. Serial tenfold dilution of CVS stock from 10⁻⁴ to 10⁻¹, was made in diluents (deionized water with 2% horse serum) and 0.03 ml of each dilution was inoculated intracerebrally (IC) into 5 mice. Mice were euthanized after 5 days or more post-infection at the paralytic stage. Their brain was removed and rabies infection was confirmed by FAT. The LD₅₀ was calculated according to the Spearman-Kärber method [8].

A 10% suspension of SRV was prepared by homogenizing the wolf brain sample in an isotonic buffered solution containing 1560 IU/ml penicillin and 500 IU/ml streptomycin antibiotics. A Groups of 10 mice aged 21 days, weighing 12-14 g were inoculated IC with 0.03 ml of suspension. Moribund mice were euthanized and their brains were homogenized. A 10% suspension was prepared by homogenizing the brains in diluents (deionized water with 2% horse serum). The homogenate was centrifuged at 700 g for 15 min using a microcentrifuge to remove debris, and the supernatant was collected and stored at -80°C until used. To determine the mouse intracerebral LD₅₀ (MIC LD₅₀) for 10% suspension of subcultured brain samples, 4 dilutions ranging from 10⁻³ to 10⁻⁴ were prepared for each virus suspension in deionized water with 2% horse serum as diluent. Five mice were inoculated with 0.03 ml of each dilution. After 5 days post-infection, surveillance was carried out and rabies specific FAT was performed on the brain of all dead mice. The LD₅₀ was calculated according to the Spearman-Kärber method [8].

Experimental animals. The mice used in all experiments were male white NMRI mice (12-14 g, 3 weeks old), which were obtained from the Department of Laboratory Animal Sciences, Production and Research Complex of Pasteur Institute of Iran. They were kept in wired-mesh cages under controlled ambient conditions following a 12:12 h light-dark cycle, with free access to water and food.

Experiment 1. Twenty-five mice were divided into five groups. In groups 1 to 3, mice were inoculated with different MIC LD₅₀ of CVS, as shown in Table 1. All mice were anesthetized with a mixture of Ketamine 10% (2-(2-chlorophenyl)-2-(methylamino)-cyclohexaneone) (50 mg/kg) and Xylazine 2% (N-(2,6-Dimethylphenyl)-5,6-dihydro-AH-1,3-thiazin-2-amine) (10 mg/kg) prior to instillation. In each group, 10 µl of the virus solution was instilled into eyes of mice using a sterile pipette tip (Figure 1). In the first group, 1 LD₅₀ of CVS stock (dilution= 1:3,200,000), in the second group, 25 LD₅₀ (dilution= 1:126,000) and in the third group, 50 LD₅₀ (dilution= 1:63,000) were used. The mice in all groups were kept in ventral recumbency position for 15 min for extending the contact time of viruses with cornea and increasing the possible infection (Figure 2). Mice of the control group were received 10 µl of normal saline into each eye after they were anesthetized.

Experiment 2. The experiment 2 was performed with a higher dose of CVS and sample size. SRV was also used as the wild-type strain of rabies virus in this experiment. A total of 46 mice were divided into 2 groups. Ten µl of 20% suspension of CVS strain containing 10⁶.₅ MLD₅₀ and the same volume of 10% suspension of SRV strain containing 10⁴.₇ MLD₅₀ were dropped in both eyes of each animal in group 1 and group 2, respectively. Five mice were considered as negative control group, which received 10 µl of normal saline into each eye and were kept under daily observation for 3 months to ensure sufficient incubation time for street virus.

Table 1. Results of experiment 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>No. of mice</th>
<th>Virus</th>
<th>LD₅₀/0.03 ml</th>
<th>Deaths/Exposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0/5 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0/5 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0/5 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Normal Saline</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0/5 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Results of experiment 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>No. of mice</th>
<th>Virus</th>
<th>LD₅₀/0.03 ml</th>
<th>Deaths/Exposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>CVS Stock (20% suspension)</td>
<td>10⁶.₅</td>
<td>0/23 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>SRV Stock (10% suspension)</td>
<td>10⁶.₅</td>
<td>0/23 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Normal Saline</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0/5 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Various Lethal Doses of fixed rabies virus CVS were used to infect mice by ocular instillation. In control group, normal saline was used. No deaths were observed either due to rabies or accident during surveillance period.
Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT). After 3 months of observation, 2 mice of each group in experiment 1, and 5 mice of each group in experiment 2 were selected randomly and euthanized. FAT was performed on brain samples of mice based on a technique previously described by DJ Dean et al. [8]. Briefly, smears of mice brain sample were prepared by the impression method on a clean slide and fixed for 30 min in cold acetone. The slides were covered with anti-rabies nucleocapsid rabbit immunoglobulin G conjugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate (BIO-RAD, Marnes-La-Coquette-France) and incubated at 37°C in a humid chamber for 1 h. Then, slides were washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline and observed by fluorescent microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE200; Nikon Corp, Tokyo, Japan).

RESULTS

Virus titration experiments determined the LD_{50} of CVS and SRV suspensions as $10^{6.5}$ and $10^{4.7}$, respectively. In experiment 1, none of the infected mice developed rabies following ocular instillation of different LD_{50} of CVS (Table 1). During 3 months of observation, no signs of rabies were observed in mice inoculated either with CVS or SRV. The second experiment gave similar results comparable to the first experiment. All mice in both experiments, including control and inoculated groups were alive and healthy. FAT results were negative for mice brains in both experiments. No viral antigens were detected in brain samples of mice.

DISCUSSION

Salivary glands of experimentally infected dogs and cats with detectable virus which contain geometric mean titers ranging from 3,400 to 386,000 mouse LD_{50}/g. Saliva of rabid animal could be highly infectious if it comes to contact with sensitive area, such as mucosa or broken skin [9]. Therefore, it could be potentially dangerous to cause rabies infection through these routes as it has been mentioned previously. In this study, we have designed an experiment to test whether contamination of eye with rabies virus could be a route of infection in mouse model. We hypothesized whether rabies virus can enter and penetrate into eye neurons through any part of intact eye, including cornea or mucosa. In experiment 2, certain conditions of the experiment 1 were applied to repeat the research with SRV and check the dose dependency of the CVS. The results of this study showed that the suspension containing $10^{6.7}$ LD_{50}/0.03 ml of SRV from a wild type strain originated from a rabid wolf or $10^{6.5}$ LD_{50}/0.03 ml of the fixed virus strain CVS could not infect mice by absorption via ocular instillation. Previous reports have indicated that high concentrations of virus are necessary to infect mouse through oral or nasal routes [7]. However, the results of the present study showed that ocular instillation, even with high concentrations of CVS, did not cause clinical manifestations of rabies, even after 3 months. These findings are in agreement with unpublished data from Hanlon experiments, which showed that ocular instillation by drops of a virulent canine isolate of virus did not cause rabies in Syrian hamsters [5]. Although, there are studies that show the possibility of rabies infection through oral route. Charlton and Casey indicated that absorption of CVS through the oral mucosa is minimal in mice and skunks [3]. It has been shown that the lyophilized SAG2 oral rabies vaccine is effective in immunizing captive arctic foxes [10]. There are different studies showing that there is no viral amplification or penetration in animal tissues following oral vaccination, which implies the safety of this live rabies vaccine. However, SAG2 carries a double mutant attenuated virus strain that could not totally repeal the possibility of street virus penetration through oral rout [11]. In our study, both fixed and street viruses were tested, and the results in mice suggest that contamination of ocular mucosa could not cause rabies infection. Lafay et al. demonstrated that olfactory neuroreceptors can be directly infected by CVS following its instillation in the nasal cavity, and CVS spreads into brain along the olfactory pathway [4]. So, in our study, probably nerve endings in intact cornea and conjunctiva are not as easily accessible to the virus as intranasal route.
In CVS-infected weanling mice and hamsters that were infected orally, rabies virus antigen was not observed in intestinal mucosal cells, but was found in neurons in Auerbach’s and Meissner’s plexuses of the stomach and intestine [5]. These findings suggest that viral entry through the oral route likely occurs via breaks in the integrity of the gastrointestinal mucosa [5]. Conjunctiva and the cornea epithelium are important barriers against viral entry [12, 13]. In this study, it is thought that the native immunity of auto clearance of eye or intact cornea and conjunctiva could result in the removal of viruses before entrance into the inner layers and neurons. Kucera et al. indicated that inoculation of CVS strain into the anterior chamber of the eye could result in rabies; however, the instillation needle needs to pass through the layers of cornea [14]. The cornea has a rich nerve-supply and corneal epithelial cells are in close contact with the nervous system and the nerve connection between the cornea and its corresponding CNS segments are short. Although, infection of the cornea with the rabies virus has been well indicated in the centrifugal spread of the virus [15], the results of this study revealed that the intact cornea does not serve as an entry site for the virus.

Yoned et al. showed that anti-rabies virus antibody titer in mice intranasally immunized with concentrated rabies virus antigen (CRV) plus cholera toxin (CT), was comparable to that of mice intraperitoneally immunized twice with the same amount of CRV. High levels of IgA and IgG were detected in mice immunized intranasally with CRV/CT [16]. Mucosal vaccination stimulates sIgA production in mucosal tissues and IgG antibodies in serum [16]. The mucosal immunization has been proven to be efficient against various infectious pathogens, such as influenza virus, Newcastle disease virus, foot and mouth disease virus, Aujeszky’s disease virus, HIV and Ascaris suum [17-21]. In the present study, rabies virus was instilled into eye. Conjunctiva, is a part of eye mucosa, which is its underlying structures are known as conjunctiva-associated lymphoid tissue (CALT). In the CALT, antigens are taken up by the follicles and presented to lymphocytes by antigen presenting cells. This leads to activation of B and T cells, which carry out the immune reaction [12, 22, 23]. In this study, CALT might have an interfering function in neutralization of rabies virus and prevention of virus entrance to the CNS of mice, since contact of conjunctiva with virus containing suspension is inevitable.

Davis et al. showed the presence of rabies virus neutralizing antibody (VNA) in bats and mice exposed through aerosol, to 3 variants of bat rabies virus. In this exposure, all bats and certain numbers of mice survived and produced detectable rabies VNA [24]. In our study, all mice survived, which were exposed to rabies virus by ocular route. Further independent experiments are necessary to demonstrate whether or not survival of mice would be related to immune response and VNA production.

Age, immune status of the host, and factors involved in species spillover have been proved to be important factors in viral neurovirulence [5]. Further investigations would be necessary to rule out the ocular mucosa as a site of virus penetration. As the mouse eye is too small and difficult to instill virus in it, rabbit eye could act as a better model for ophthalmic research, due to its more anatomical similarity to human eye [25]. The experiment can be repeated with rabbits as animal model in order to find more clear description of rabies infection via ocular route. Ocular transmission of rabies virus through abraded cornea could provide similar condition to a real ocular exposure, which could be considered for future studies.
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